
 

About this Guide 

This guide is intended to give users a basic understanding of some of the most common 

features of the NocTel control panel. User can find more detailed how-to guides on specific 

topics at NocTel online knowledge base at www.noctel.com/help. 

Introduction 

The control panel gives a user control over their account, phone system, and all of its features 

in one convenient place that is easy to use. The main page contains basic info about the 

account, support information, and navigation menu. The menu will display different options 

based on the user's access level. Figure 1 is an example of what an account administrator will 

see with all the menu options listed. 

Figure 1 - Control Panel Main Page 
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Support Password 

The support password is an access code for the account that changes daily. It is used by 

NocTel's support staff to verify that a user has access to the account's control panel when 

working with them. Requests for changes to an account will not be completed unless the user 

supplies the correct password. 

Figure 2 - Account Support Password 

Numbers 

The numbers page shows a list of all current numbers in the account along with its status, 

description, and to what extension the number is routed to (figure 3).  

From here users can purchase new numbers (Add New Number) or start porting an existing 

number (Port an Existing Number). Also, users can access the numbers bulk operation feature 

which is described in more detail in on our knowledge base.  

Figure 3 - Numbers Page 

Clicking on a number in the list will bring up the number’s details and edit page. From here 

users can see more details about the number and make changes to it. The page is divided into 

four tabs: Number, Cloud, Emergency Address, and Class Assignment. 

Number Tab: Most user will mainly use the number tab (figure 4). In this tab users can make 

changes to the following:  

Description: Can be changed to give the number an identifier, such as “Main Number”, 

“Main Fax”. default list the number. 
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Route to Extension: This area shows to what extension a number is currently routed to. 

Inbound calls to this number are controlled by the inbound behavior of the extension 

selected. Using the drop-down box a user can change how the number is routed. 

NOTE: Submit must be clicked to save changes made to these pages.  

Figure 4 - Edit Number Page 

Cloud Tab: The cloud tab contains more advanced features, and most normal users will not 

need to make changes to the settings in the cloud tab so it will not be covered in this guide. 

Emergency Address Tab: The Emergency Address tab allows the user to enter an emergency 

(E911) address or review an already entered address. Emergency address entered must be 

reviewed and activated by NocTel support staff. Entered addresses can then be assigned to an 

entire account or specific extensions to provide the extension emergency address to Emergency 

Management personal when 911 is called. It is important that E911 be correct and up to date, 

please contact support@noctel.com for help when making changes to your 911 address.  

Class Tab: The Class tab allows classes to be added to a number. Class are user determined 

distinctions that can be assigned to numbers and extensions in order to group them in 

meaningful ways and are used with other features to make changes. More info on classes can 

be found on our public knowledge base. 
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Extensions 

The Extensions page lists all extensions for the account with info on the extension’s number, 

description, type, status, inbound action, forwarding info, and voicemail indicator. From this 

page users can Add a New Extension, access the extension Bulk Operations feature, and View 

History (past changes made to extensions). 

Figure 5 - Extensions Main Page - lists all extension in the account 

There are two basic types of extensions that are used by most accounts, virtual and physical. A 

virtual extension is used for routing, menus/auto attendants and other features. A physical 

extension would be a device such as a Polycom desk phones, fax adapters, or other physical 

devices. 

Clicking on the Add a New Extension link will bring up a full list of extensions types. All extension 

types and their features will not be covered in this guide. Please visit the NocTel Knowledge Base 

for more info on adding an extension. 

Individual Extensions Options (Physical): 

Clicking on an extension in the list will open the extension’s options page. From this page users 

can make changes to the individual extension. Most users will need to unhide the management 

options by clicking on the gear icon in the upper right corner.  
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At the top of the extension options page is the extension’s identifying info. This includes the 

extension’s number and name. These can be edited by clicking on the pencil icon to the right of 

the info. Remember to click save if making changes to this info.  

Figure 6 - Individual extension page with details and control options 

Below the extension’s identifying info is a list of links: 

 

● Send a Fax: Used to send a fax from this extension. 

● View History: View a list of changes made to this extension. 

● Speed Dial Directory: Make changes to the device’s speed dial buttons. Both external 

numbers and extensions can be added from this menu.  

● Reboot Device: Sends a command to reboot the device if it is online. 

● Permissions: gives more control over the extension including user permissions, dialing 

permissions and class assignment.  

The individual extension page has several toggle and expandable sections or widgets to control 

various features of the extension. The NocTel website is designed to scale to fit your devices so 

the layout of this area might not match what is shown in the figure below. Also note that the 
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example shown is for a Polycom desk phone extension; other extension types will have 

different features, and display different areas in this section.  

Figure 7 - Polycom desk phone extension options 

● Status: lists the devices current status. (offline, active, etc.) 

● Inbound Behavior: clicking on the edit button in this section take the user to the 

inbound behavior editing pages where the users can make changes to how inbound calls 

are handed by the extension. Making changes to inbound behavior affect how calls are 

handled for that extension. View our how-to article on inbound Behavior to learn more. 

● Ring Polycom Phone: Make changes to the device’s ringtone and call waiting tone, as 

well as enabling the auto-answer intercom calls feature, which is used with the intercom 

mode. Also, used to toggle ringing on/off.  

● Forwarding: Use to configure call forwarding and toggling the option on or off. 

● Voicemail: Toggle voicemail for the extension on or off and change the PIN and 

greeting. 

● Email Notification: Email Notification: Set the notification address for the extension; this 

includes notifications about new voicemails. Additional options allow for voicemail 

audio to be attached to notifications, and the ability to auto-delete voicemail once sent. 

● Caller ID: Use to set the caller ID for the device when It makes outbound calls. Can 

choose from the list of numbers that are in the account. A valid caller ID must be 

selected to places outbound calls. View our how-to article on Caller ID to learn more. 

● Emergency: Use to assign the e911 address to the physical extensions. Must be the valid 

address of the device. Can be selected from the list of addresses that were assigned in 

the numbers panel. All devices within the United States must have a valid 911 address 

entered. View our how-to article on emergency addresses to learn more.  
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● Preferences for Polycom Phones: List preferences for the devices that is linked to the 

extension. Includes, line key, display intensity, headset options, device time zones, and 

the devices MAC address.  

o Remove Button: converts the extension to 

a virtual extension, removing the device. 

o Line Keys (first dropdown box): Controls 

the number of “lines” that the extension 

will have. These are not physical lines but 

can be thought of as how many calls the 

extension can handle at once. They appear 

on the device in the upper left of the 

screen as the extension number.  

o Line Keys (second dropdown box): The 

number of speed dial and line instances 

that can be displayed on the device as a 

whole. The interface will select this for the 

extension model and usually doesn’t need 

to be adjusted. 

o Third & Fourth Line Key options: used to 

select if the device has an expansion 

module (sidecar) connected and how many keys the module contains. 

o Headset Type: Sets the type of headset that is attached to the device. 

o Hotline Destination: A hotline is a point-to-point communication link which calls 

a set extension when the phone is off-hook (handset lifted). Commonly used for 

secure door entry where a person has to be bussed in by security personnel. 

o Time Zone: use to override the default account time zone for the extension.  

o Disassociate: Disassociates the attached physical device form the extension 

(removes the MAC address).  

● Network & Cloud Setting: Shows the server location of the device. 

● Group Paging: Toggle on or off group paging for the extension and assign the extension 

to different paging groups for receiving or transmitting. View our how-to article on 

Paging with Polycom Phones to learn more. 
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● Inbox: The Inbox section below the options for the extension displays any voicemails 

that the extension has. From here a user can listen to and manage voicemails. 

Hunt Groups 

 

Figure 9 - Hunt Groups main page 

Hunt Groups are groups of phones that can be selected to ring together. These groups can be 

used in the inbound behaviors of an extension. A hunt group can be created by: 

1. Click Add a Hunt Group link. 

2. Add name/description to the hunt group. 

3. Select extension to add to the group. 

4. Click Submit. 

 

Recordings 

 

Figure 10 - Recording main page 

The recordings page (Figure 10) show a list of 

all recording that have been created or added 

to the account. This includes all voicemail 

greetings, recordings added via the web 

interface, saved voicemails, and recordings 

made using the *97 code.  

Clicking on a recording will allow the user to 

listen to and edit the recording. Options 
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include: preventing a recording from being overwritten, renaming the recording, and where the 

recording is in use.  

Schedules 

The schedules page (Figure 12) shows a list of schedules that have been created for the 

account. From here changes can be made to existing schedules or new schedules can be 

created. Schedules are used in the inbound behavior actions steps to perform task, based on, if 

the current time is inside or outside the schedule.  

 

Figure 12 - Schedule main page 

To create a new schedule: 

1. Click Create a new Schedule. 

2. Add a description/name. 

3. Select the correct time zone from the list. 

4. Check the day/days that belong in the schedules. 

5. Add start and end times in military time (24-hour format). 

6. Click Submit. 

 

Reports & Billing 

Under the reports and billing section are Fire pages: Audit reports, Call Logs, Rates, Payments & 

Changes, and Make a Payment.  

Audit Reports: From this section users can create customer audit report. Audit Reports can be 

used to track changes made to the control panel and can be generated on different time frames 

(Daily, weekly, etc.) and tailored to what type of information is reported. View our how-to 

article on audit report to learn more. 
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Call Logs: shows the last 100 calls for the account starting with the most recent (Figure 13). 

Clicking on one of the calls in the list will bring up more detailed information about the call. 

The call log page has search capabilities that allow users to query older logs up to 90 days. Call 

can be searched based on the timestamp, direction, source number/extension, and destination. 

View our how-to article on call logs to learn more about the search function and detailed call 

logs. 

 

Figure 13 - Call Log View 

Rates: Gives a breakdown of the rates of items that can be in an account along with a search 

feature to look up international call rates.  

Payments & Charges: Give a basic breakdown of charges on the account. 

Make a Payment: From this area funds can be added to the account in different preselected 

amounts for prepaid accounts.  

Account Preferences 

Under the account preferences several sections: 

General Setup: This page contains several tabs, the most common used are covered below.  

General Setup: In this tab, the account’s name can be changed, an email address can be 

added to receive account notifications and emergency email notification (when 911 is 

dialed), and email alerts can be set for balances for prepaid accounts. 
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Figure 14 - General Setup Tab 

Phone System: From this tab, changes can be made to the default caller ID, default 

emergency address, as well as make changes to advanced dialing configuration. Users 

should not make changes to this area unless they are certain of the effect it will have on 

the account. 

Account Owner: Here the account owner’s contact information can be updated. 

Account Users: Provides a list of all users in the account, and the ability to invite new 

users to the account. Clicking on a user in the list open the edit user page were changes 

the users access level can be made.  

Adjustable toggles: Used to create and manage adjustable toggles that can be used in inbound 

behaviors for extensions. View our how-to article on adjustable toggles to learn more about 

this advance routing feature.  

Certificates: For advance users. Allows users to provide certificate to push to Polycom devices 

for uses with secure services.  

LDAP Integrations: For advance users. Allows integration with LDAP servers to bring telephone 

directory information into Polycom desk phones. 
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Paging Groups: The paging groups pages allows uses to manage and create paging group for 

Polycom phones. Once a paging group is created here, extensions can be added to the group 

and enable to receive or transmit a page.  

Speed Dial Setup: This page allows the user to set up speed dial defaults that the account will 

be used for extensions that match the template, and that do not have speed dial set on the 

individual extension. 

User Settings 

This page allows the user to make changes to their user account, including username, resetting 

passwords, and changing email address.  

Switch Accounts 

From here users with access to more than one NocTel business account can switch between 

them. 

Documentation 

Link to NocTel’s online knowledge base where users can find a number of user guides and 

how-to articles that give detailed information about NocTel features.  

System Status 

Link to NocTel System Status page. Here users can see the current system status, upcoming 

maintenance notices, and notice on any service impairments. 

Support  

Link to NocTel support information. support@noctel.com or 503.467.4300 TF- 888.400.4521 

Logout 

Logs the user out of the NocTel control Panel. 
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